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Learning

• To use a peg and slot
system (the Geneva
wheel) to get intermittent
movement.

• To assemble and adjust a
complex mechanism.

Student’s book

Assembly guide,
pages 156–157
The Geneva mechanism,
page 151
Gears, pages 152–153
Holding, supporting,
attaching and adjusting,
pages 154–155

Timing

2 hours

Equipment and materials

Access to
• 5 mm dia. dowel or steel

rod
• MDF or plywood sheet

6 mm thick
• block board or chipboard

10–20 mm thick
• card up to 1 mm thick
• softwood strip 8 mm ×

8 mm
• aluminium sheet 1 mm

thick
• plastic tube maximum

outer dia. 7 mm, inner dia.
4 mm

• pva glue
Tools
• hand drill and drill bits
• craft knife, safety ruler,

hole punch and scissors
• coping saw or vibro saw
• tenon saw, hack saw,

bench hook and bench
vice

• tin snips and flat file
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The mechanism you make will be like this:

1 Identify a situation which needs a four panel information display
that shows each panel in turn for a short time, for example, a
travel agent’s desk or a school reception desk.

2 For your chosen situation gather design information for four
panels, and mount the information on card 100 mm × 100 mm.
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3 You will need to decide the following:

• whether to use resistant materials or a construction kit for the
display cube and for the drive and baseboard;

• what diameter axles to use, and what drill sizes for ‘push fit’
holes and ‘free movement’ holes;
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Components
Access to
• electric motor plus power

source
• worm gear and range of

meshing gears
• fixing screws
or
• construction kit

Type of task

New

Other subjects

Mathematics

t

4 Select the template for your
chosen kit or material.

• how to attach the cube and  Geneva wheel parts to their axles;

• (if you are using resistant materials) how
to attach the motor to the base and the gear
wheel to the axle;

• what size gear wheel to use (experiment to find the gear wheel which gives the best output speed with
your motor).
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5 Cut out and assemble the Geneva wheel parts (resistant materials only):

(a) Position the Geneva wheel on its axle, on the baseboard.
(b) Place the locking sector wheel against it and mark the position of the second axle hole on the base,

using a pencil through the hole
in the matching sector wheel.

(c) Drill the second hole.

6 Design and
make a
bracket for a motor.

7 Assemble the base, motor,
gears and Geneva wheel parts.
Check for free running. Test the motor
and moving parts. Adjust if necessary.

8 Assemble the display cube.

9 Attach the display cube to the axle.

10 Run and test the completed product. Adjust if necessary.

11 Put together a written evaluation of the performance of your drive mechanism.

(a) Does the mechanism run freely? If not, what can you suggest to make it run more smoothly?
(b) Does the mechanism provide intermittent movement? If not, what can you suggest for improvement?

12 Evaluate the production of your mechanism.

(a) Make a flow chart describing how you made it.
(b) For each stage add notes describing any difficulties and how you overcame them.
(c) Make a list of things you would do differently.

13 Draw or photograph your product. Add labels with notes showing how each part works.

14 Plot a graph of the speed of rotation versus time to show how the cube moves.

15 Use observations and simple calculations to show the speed at which the display cube rotates when it is
moving.

Further/homework

Research other uses for a Geneva wheel system.




